Lucky Break! is packed to bursting with easy-to-enter fun competitions for super prizes. All competitions are organised exclusively for the magazine so the prizes only get awarded to subscribers. Lucky Break! is published 6 times a year and brings you 40 fun and easy-to-enter exclusive prize competitions that'll keep you entertained for hours. For sheer enjoyment alone they're worth every penny. How much better, then, that the competitions are for big brand name prizes.... and you're not competing against 100s of thousands of freebee competition entrants, you're only competing against fellow subscribers!

Order Your Copies TODAY!
Just £20.40 for a year when you order on page 39 - that's a 15% discount!

Here's a typical competition taken from the current edition of one of our sister magazines - Lucky Break!, which you are very welcome to enter. Solve the puzzle and place your answer on your Easy Entry Form in the usual way. Check out more information about Lucky Break! magazine below. If you like this competition, why not go for 39 more like this in every edition of Lucky Break! You know the trusted adage: The More Competitions You Enter, The Better Your Chances Of Winning!

Win
FIRST CLASS VIRGIN TRAINS TICKETS

Virgin Trains operates high speed and frequent services over the entire length of the West Coast Main Line, one of the country's principal rail arteries. Sleek and distinctive Pendolino and Super Voyager tilting trains link the UK's Capital with Birmingham, Manchester, North Wales, Liverpool, Preston, Carlisle and Glasgow as well as operating an hourly service between Birmingham and Scotland via Carlisle.

Trains now run every 20 minutes between London Euston and the city centres of Birmingham and Manchester with hourly frequencies to Liverpool, Chester and Preston and 13 services on weekdays through to Glasgow. Single fares from London to Birmingham start from just £7.00. Weekend schedules on most routes now match those of weekdays with much less engineering work taking place.

The trains travel at speeds of up to 125mph, making the journey smooth, fast and enjoyable.

Virgin Trains offer exciting onboard facilities including a specially designed self-service shop selling everything from fresh coffee and sandwiches to books and magazines; individual power points are provided for charging mobile phones and laptops. Vastly improved phone reception has now arrived on Virgin Trains and a full Wi-Fi service is available on all trains.

The new-look onboard magazine, Hotline, is packed full of interesting articles about places to visit on the Virgin Trains network. Customers can also relax and recuperate in a QuietZone carriage on both Pendolinos and Super Voyagers.

First Class is a stylish travel option offering an array of complimentary goodies including food and drinks, newspapers and WiFi. At weekends customers can upgrade to First Class for just £15.00, (children £5.00).

In addition to the onboard features, designated wheelchair and priority seating areas are available for mobility-impaired customers, complete with panic alarm, as well as specially adapted toilets.

Here’s a typical competition taken from the current edition of one of our sister magazines - Lucky Break!, which you are very welcome to enter. Solve the puzzle and place your answer on your Easy Entry Form in the usual way. Check out more information about Lucky Break! magazine below. If you like this competition, why not go for 39 more like this in every edition of Lucky Break! You know the trusted adage: The More Competitions You Enter, The Better Your Chances Of Winning!

Join In The Fun!
Here’s your chance to win a fabulous 32” HD Ready TV, plus one of 3 copies of The Soloist.

Macabre
Book by J M Barrie
Step down from throne
Containing metal
Popular word game
Award
US gambling city

For your chance to win, solve the clues to reveal the 2 GIRL'S NAMES in the marked columns.

WIN An HD-Ready 32” TV

AWAY BOAT BREAK CANAL CARGO CHAIR DECK LIFT OFF SHIP AWAY

5 pairs of First Class tickets for use on the Virgin Trains network are on offer.

For a chance to win, place the listed words logically into the chain to reveal the answers in the marked boxes.

www.virgintrains.com

PLEASE FILL IN YOUR COMPETITION ANSWERS ON THE EASY ENTRY FORM PAGE 49/50